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Abstract
Lifetime and oscillations of B0s mesons have been studied in events with a large
transverse momentum lepton and a Ds of opposite electric charge in the same
hemisphere, selected from about 3.6 million hadronic Z0 decays accumulated
by DELPHI between 1992 and 1995.
The B0s lifetime and the fractional width di erence between the two physical
B0s states have been found to be:
:14
B0s = (1:42+0
,0:13 (stat:)  0:03(syst:)) ps
,B0s =,B0s < 0:46 at the 95% C.L.
In the latter result it has been assumed that B0s = B0d .
Using the same sample, a limit on the mass di erence between the physical B0s
states has been set:
mB0s > 7:4 ps,1 at the 95% C.L.
with a corresponding sensitivity equal to 8:1 ps,1 .
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1 Introduction
In this paper, the average lifetime of the B0s meson has been measured and limits have
been derived on the oscillation frequency of the B0s-B0s system, mB0s , and on the decay
width di erence, ,B0s , between mass eigenstates of this system.
Starting with a B0s meson produced at time t=0, the probability, P , to observe a B0s or a
B0s decaying at the proper time t can be written, neglecting e ects from CP violation:
P [B0s ! B0s(B0s)] = ,2B0s e,,B0s t[cosh( ,2B0s t)  cos(mB0st)]
(1)
where ,B0s = (,HB0s + ,LB0s )=2, ,B0s = ,LB0s , ,HB0s and mB0s = mHB0s , mLB0s . L and
H denote the light and heavy physical states, respectively; ,B0s and mB0s are de ned
to be positive [1] and the plus (minus) signs refer to B0s (B0s) decays. The oscillation
period gives a direct measurement of the mass di erence between the two physical states.
The Standard Model predicts that ,B0s  mB0s , for which the previous expression
simpli es to :
m 0 t
PBunmix:
= P (B0s ! B0s) = ,B0s e,,B0s t cos2( 2Bs )
(2)
0s
and similarly:
m 0 t
PBmix:
= P (B0s ! B0s) = ,B0s e,,B0s t sin2( 2Bs )
(3)
0s
The oscillation frequency, proportional to mB0s , can be obtained from the t of the time
distributions given in relations (2) and (3), whereas expression (1), without distinguishing between the B0s and the B0s, can be used to determine the average lifetime and the
di erence between the lifetimes of the heavy and light mass eigenstates.
B physics allows a precise determination of some of the parameters of the Cabibbo
Kobayashi Maskawa (CKM) matrix. All the nine elements can be expressed in term
of four parameters that are, in Wolfenstein parametrization [2], , A,  and . The values of  and  are the most uncertain.
Several quantities which depend on  and  can be measured and, if the Standard Model
is correct, they must de ne compatible values for the two parameters, inside measurement
errors and theoretical uncertainties.
These quantities are K , the parameter introduced to measure CP violation in the K
system, jVub j=jVcb j, the ratio between the modulus of the CKM matrix elements corresponding to b ! u and b ! c transitions and the mass di erence mB0d .
In the Standard Model, B0q-B0q (q = d; s) mixing is a direct consequence of second order
weak interactions. Having kept only the dominant top quark contribution, mB0q can be
expressed in terms of Standard Model parameters [3]:
2
2
mB0q = 6GF2 jVtbj2jVtq j2m2t mBq fB2q BBq BF ( mm2t ):
(4)
W
2t

In this expression GF is the Fermi coupling constant; F (xt), with xt = mm2 , results from
the evaluation of the second order weak \box" diagram responsible for the mixing and
has a smooth dependence on xt; B is a QCD correction factor obtained at next to leading
order in perturbative QCD [4]. The dominant uncertainties in Equation (4) come from
the evaluation of the B meson decay constant fBq and of the \bag" parameter BBq .
W

2

The mass di erences mB0d and mB0s involve the CKM elements Vtd and Vts. Neglecting
terms of order 4, these are given by:

q

jVtdj = A3 (1 , )2 + 2 ; jVts j = A2:
(5)
In the Wolfenstein parametrization, jVtsj is independent of  and . A measurement

of mB0s is thus a way to measure the value of the non perturbative QCD parameters.
Direct information on Vtd can be inferred by measuring mB0d .
Several experiments have accurately measured mB0d , nevertheless this precision cannot
be fully exploited to extract information on  and  because of the large uncertainty
which originates in the evaluation of the non-perturbative QCD parameters.
An ecient constraint is the ratio between the Standard Model expectations for mB0d
and mB0s , given by:
mB0d fB20d BB0d B0d jVtdj2
mB0d
(6)
mB0s = mB0s fB20s BB0s B0s jVts j2
A measurement of the ratio mB0d =mB0s gives the same type of constraint, in the  , 
plane, as a measurement of mB0d , but because only ratio fB0d =fB0s and BB0d =BB0s are involved, some of the theoretical uncertainties cancel [5].
Using existing measurements which constrain  and , except those on mB0s , the distribution for the expected values of mB0s can be obtained. It has been shown, in the
context of Standard Model and QCD assumptions, that mB0s has to lie, at 68% C.L.,
between 12 and 17.6 ps,1 and is expected to be smaller than 20ps,1 at 95% C.L. [6].

The B0s meson lifetime is expected to be equal to the B0d lifetime [1] within one percent.
In the Standard Model, the ratio between the mass di erence and decay width in the
B0-B0 system is of the order (mb=mt)2, although large QCD corrections are expected.
Explicit calculations to leading order in QCD correction, in the HQE (Heavy Quark
Expansion) formalism [1], predict:
:11
,B0s =,B0s = 0:16+0
,0:09
where the quoted error is dominated by the uncertainty related to hadronic matrix elements.
Recent calculations [7] at next-to-leading order predict a lower value:
:016
,B0s =,B0s = 0:054+0
,0:032
An interesting approach consists in using the ratio between ,B0s and mB0s [7]:
,B0s = (2:63+0:67)10,3
(7)
,1:36
mB0s
to constrain the upper part of the mB0s spectrum with an upper limit on ,B0s =,B0s .
If, in future, the theoretical uncertainty can be reduced, this method can give an alternative approach in determining mB0s via ,B0s and, in conjunction with the determination
of mB0d , can provide an extra constraint on the  and  parameters.
The results presented in the following have been obtained from data accumulated by
DELPHI experiment at LEP between 1992 and 1995, corresponding to about 3.6 million
hadronic Z0 decays. The main features of these analyses are:
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 a precise measurement of the B decay proper time;
 a determination of the charge of the b quark at the B-meson decay time (decay tag);
 a determination of the sign of the b quark at production time (production tag).

The rst item is common to the three studies on mB0s , B0s and ,B0s while the others
are speci c to the oscillation analyses. For these last, the principle of the measurement
is as follows. Each of the charged and neutral particles measured in an event is assigned
to one of the two hemispheres de ned by the plane transverse to the sphericity axis. A
\production tag" is used to estimate the b=b sign of the initial quark at the production
point. The decay time of the B hadron is evaluated and a \decay tag" is de ned, correlated
with the b=b content of the decaying hadron. The analysis is performed using events
containing a lepton emitted at large transverse momentum, pT , relative to its jet axis
accompanied by an exclusively (or partially) reconstructed Ds in the same hemisphere
and of opposite electric charge. The lepton charge de nes the \decay tag". Di erent
variables de ned in the same and in the opposite hemisphere, are used to determine the
\production tag".
Similar analyses have been performed by the ALEPH, CDF and OPAL Collaborations
[8{10].
Section 2 describes the main features of the DELPHI detector, the event selection and the
event simulation. Section 3 describes the selection of the Ds` sample. Section 4 presents
the B0s lifetime measurement. Section 5 presents the result on the lifetime di erence.
Section 6 is devoted to the study of B0s-B0s oscillations with the Ds` sample: the rst
part describes the \production tag" algorithm while the second part presents the tting
procedure and the result on mB0s .

2 The DELPHI detector
The events used in this analysis have been recorded with the DELPHI detector at LEP
operating at energies close to the Z0 peak. The DELPHI detector and its performance
have been described in detail elsewhere [11]. In this section are summarized the most
relevant characteristics for this analysis.

2.1 Global event reconstruction

2.1.1 Charged particles reconstruction

The detector elements used for tracking are the Vertex Detector (VD), the Inner
Detector (ID), the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) and the Outer Detector (OD).
The VD provided the high precision needed near the primary vertex. For the data
taken from 1991 to 1993, the VD consisted of three cylindrical layers of silicon detectors
(radii 6.3, 9.0 and 10.9 cm) measuring points in the plane transverse to the beam direction
(r coordinate) in the polar angle range 43 <  < 137 . In 1994, two layers have
been equipped with detector modules with double sided readout, providing a single hit
precision of 7.6 m in the r coordinate, similar to that obtained previously, and 9 m in
the coordinate parallel to the beam (z) [12]. For high momentum particles with associated
hits in the VD, the extrapolation precision close to the interaction region is 20 m in the
r plane and 34 m in the rz plane.
Charged particle tracks have been reconstructed with 95% eciency and with a
momentum resolution p=p < 2:0  10,3 p (p in GeV=c) in the polar angle region
25 <  < 155 .
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2.1.2 Energy reconstruction

The total energy in the event is determined by using all information available from the
tracking detectors and the calorimeters. For charged particles, the momentum measured
in the tracking detector is used. Photons are detected and their energy measured in the
electromagnetic calorimeters, whereas the hadron calorimeter detects long lived neutral
hadrons such as neutrons and KL0 's.
The electromagnetic calorimetry system of DELPHI is composed of a barrel calorimeter, the HPC, covering the polar angle region 46 <  < 134 , and a forward calorimeter,
the FEMC, for polar angles 8 <  < 35 and 145 <  < 172. The
p relative precision on
the measured energy E has beenpparametrized as E =E = 0:32= E  0:043 (E in GeV )
in the barrel, and E =E = 0:12= E  0:03 (E in GeV ) in the forward region.
The hadronic calorimeter, HCAL, has been installed in the return yoke of the DELPHI
solenoid. In the
p barrel region, the energy has been reconstructed with a precision of
E =E = 1:12= E  0:21 (E in GeV ).

2.1.3 Hadronic Z 0 selection

Hadronic events from Z 0 decays have been selected by requiring a charged
multiplicity
p
p
greater than four and a total energy of charged particles greater than 0.12 s, where s
is the centre-of-mass energy and all particles have been assumed to be pions; charged particles have been required to have a momentum greater than 0.4 GeV=c and a polar angle
between 20 and 160 . The overall trigger and selection eciency is (95.00.1)% [13]. A
total of about 3.6 million hadronic events has been obtained from the 1992-1995 data.

2.2 Particle identi cation
2.2.1 Lepton identi cation

Lepton identi cation in the DELPHI detector is based on the barrel electromagnetic
calorimeter and the muon chambers. Only particles with momentum larger than 2 GeV=c
have been considered as possible lepton candidates.
Muon chambers consisted, in the barrel region, of three layers covering the polar
regions 53 <  < 88:5 and 91:5 <  < 127 . The rst layer contained three planes
of chambers and was inside the return yoke of the magnet after 90 cm of iron, while
the other two, with two chamber planes each, were mounted outside the yoke behind a
further 20 cm of iron. In the end-caps there were two layers of muon chambers mounted
one outside and one inside the return yoke of the magnet. Each consisted of two planes
of active chambers covering the polar angle regions 20 <  < 42 and 138 <  < 160
where the charged particle tracking was ecient.
The probability of a particle being a muon has been calculated from a global 2 of
the match between the track extrapolation to the muon chambers and the hits observed
there. Four identi cation ags are given as output of the muon identi cation in decreasing
order of eciency: very loose, loose, standard and tight. In this analysis the loose
selection has been applied corresponding to an eciency of (94:8  0:1)% with a hadron
misidenti cation probability of (1:5  0:1)%.
Electron identi cation has been performed using two independent and complementary
measurements, the dE=dx measurement of the TPC (described in Section 2.2.2) and the
energy deposition in the HPC. Probabilities from calorimetric measurements and tracking
are combined to produce an overall probability for the electron hypothesis. Three levels
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of identi cation are given: loose, standard and tight.
The loose selection has been applied for this analysis corresponding to an eciency of
80 % with an hadron misidentifation probability of ' 1.6 %.

2.2.2 Hadron identi cation

Hadron identi cation relied on the RICH detector and on the speci c ionization measurement performed by the TPC.
The RICH detector [14] used two radiators. A gas radiator separated kaons from
pions between 3 and 9 GeV=c, where kaons gave no Cherenkov light whereas pions did,
and between 9 and 16 GeV=c, using the measured Cherenkov angle. It also provided
kaon/proton separation from 8 to 20 GeV=c. A liquid radiator, which has been fully
operational for 1994 and 1995 data, provided p=K= separation in the momentum range
1.5{7 GeV=c.
The speci c energy loss per unit length (dE=dx) is measured in the TPC by using up
to 192 sense wires. At least 30 contributing measurements have been required to compute
the truncated mean. In the momentum range 3 < p < 25 GeV=c, this is ful lled for 55%
of the tracks, and the dE=dx measurement has a precision of 7%.
The combination of the two measurements, dE=dx and RICH angles, provides three
levels of pion, kaon and proton tag (loose, standard, tight) corresponding to di erent
purities. A tag for \Heavy Particle" is also given in order to separate pions from heavier
hadrons with high eciency.
The Standard \Heavy Particle" ag has an eciency of about 70 % with a pion misidentication probability of 10 % for charged particle with momentum greater than 0.7 GeV=c.

2.2.3 0 and K 0 reconstruction
The 0 ! p, and K 0 ! +, decays have been reconstructed if the distance in the
0
r plane between the V decay point and the primary vertex is less than 90 cm. This
condition meant that the decay products have track segments at least 20 cm long in the
TPC. The reconstruction of the V0 vertex and selection cuts are described in detail in
reference [11].
Only K 0 candidates passing the \tight" selection criteria have been retained for this
analysis.

2.2.4 0 reconstruction
The 0 ! decays are reconstructed by tting all
0

pairs whose invariant mass is
within 20 MeV of the nominal  mass, using the nominal 0 mass as a constraint. The
t probability has to be larger than 1%.

2.3 Primary vertex reconstruction and event topology

The location of the e+e, interaction has been reconstructed on an event-by-event basis
using the beam spot position as a constraint [11]. In 1994 and 1995 data, the position
of the primary vertex transverse to the beam has been determined with a precision of
about 40 m in the horizontal direction, and about 10 m in the vertical direction. For
1992 and 1993 data, the uncertainties are larger by about 50%.
Each selected event has been divided into two hemispheres separated by the plane
transverse to the sphericity axis. A clustering analysis based on the JETSET algorithm
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LUCLUS [15] with default parameters has been used to de ne the jets, using both charged
and neutral particles. These jets have been used to measure the PT of each particle in the
event, de ned as its momentum transverse to the axis of the rest of the jet it belonged
to, after removing the particle itself.
The di erent detector con gurations, both for hadron identi cation and vertex resolution, implies, in the rest of the analysis, a separate treatment of the data taken before
and after 1994.

2.4 b-tagging

The b-tagging package developed by the DELPHI collaboration has been described in
reference [16]. The impact parameters of the charged particle tracks, with respect to the
primary vertex, have been used to build the probability that all tracks come from this
vertex. Due to the long B-hadrons lifetime, the probability distribution is peaked at zero
for events which contained beauty whereas it is at for events containing light quarks.
The b-tagging algorithm has been used in this analysis to select control samples with low
b purity.

2.5 Event simulation

Simulated events have been generated using the JETSET 7.3 program [15] with parameters tuned as in [17] and using an updated description of B decays. B hadron
semileptonic decays have been simulated using the ISGW model [18]. Generated events
have been followed through the full simulation of the DELPHI detector (DELSIM) [11],
and the resulting simulated raw data have been processed through the same reconstruction and analysis programs as the real data.

3 The Ds ` sample selection
B0s semileptonic decays1 have been selected requiring the presence of a D+s meson
correlated with a high pT lepton of opposite electric charge in the same hemisphere:
B0s ! D+s `, ` X:
The Ds mesons have been reconstructed in six non-leptonic and two semileptonic decay
channels:
D+s ! +
 ! K+K, ;
?
0
D+s ! K K+
K?0 ! K, +;
D+s ! K0SK+
K0S ! +,;
D+s ! +,+  ! K+K, ;
D+s ! +0
 ! K+K, ;
D+s ! K?0K?+ K?0 ! K, +; K?+ ! K0S+;
D+s ! e+e  ! K+K, ;
D+s ! +   ! K+K, :

1 Charge conjugation is always implied.
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In addition, partially reconstructed D+s have been selected requiring the presence of a 
meson (reconstructed in the K+ K, decay channel) accompanied by an hadron h+ in the
same hemisphere.
D+s ! h+ X
In the following the rst eight decay modes will be referred as the Ds ` sample and the
last one as the `h sample.

3.1 Selection of the +, K0K+, K0SK+ and `+ decay modes

Each Ds decay mode has been reconstructed by making all possible combinations of
particles in the same hemisphere. In D+s semileptonic decays, the ambiguity between the
two leptons has been removed by assigning the lepton to the D+s (B0s) if the mass of the
` system, M (`), is below (above) the nominal D+s mass. If the two leptons both gave
a M (`) above or below the Ds mass, the event was rejected.
The measured position of the D+s decay vertex and momentum together with their measurement errors, have been used to form a new track (called pseudo-track) that contains
the measured parameters of the D+s particle.
A candidate B0s decay vertex has been obtained by intercepting the D+s pseudo-track with
the one of a lepton. To guarantee a precise determination of the position of this secondary
vertex, at least one VD hit has been required to be associated to the lepton and to at
least two tracks from the D+s decay products. The 2 of the reconstructed D+s and B0s
vertices have been required to be smaller than 40 and 20 respectively.
In order to suppress fake leptons and B hadron cascade decays (b ! c ! `+ ), additional
selection criteria have been applied to the Ds` pairs, which are summarized in Table 1.
For the channel D+s ! `+  requirements on the `` mass and momentum have been reduced as compared to the other channels to account for the additional escaping neutrino.
Due to the smaller combinatorial background under the Ds signal, in the Ds ! + and
Ds ! `+  decay channels, the pT cut has been lowered to 1 GeV=c.

+
`+
pT (`)(GeV=c)
>1
>1
2
M(Ds`)(GeV=c ) 2 [3; 5:5] 2 [2:5; 5:5]
P(Ds `)(GeV=c) > 14
> 12

Others
> 1:2
2 [3; 5:5]
> 14
Table 1: Selection criteria applied to the lepton and Ds candidates.
A tighter selection was then applied, separately for each decay mode, using a discriminant variable built with the variables listed in Table 2.
These variables are:
 the momenta, P , and masses, M , of the decay products;
 the cosine of the helicity angle, , for the + and K?0K+ decay modes;
 HID , de ning whether the hadron identi cation from Section 2.2.2 favours the , K
or proton hypothesis;
 LID , de ning+ whether the lepton identi cation from Section 2.2.1 identi es a particle
from the Ds semileptonic decay as an electron or a muon (used only for leptons
coming from the D+s semileptonic decays).
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For each quantity the probability densities for the signal (S) (Ds` from B0s semileptonic
decays) and for the combinatorial background (B) (fake Ds` candidates in qq events) have
been parametrized using the simulation; the discriminant variable XDs is then de ned as
Y Y
R = Ri = BSi((xxi))
XDs = R R+ 1
i
i i i
where i runs over the number of variables (which actual values are xi). The combinatorial
background is concentrated close to XDs = 0 while the Ds signal accumulates close to
XDs = 1. The de nition of XDs provides an optimal separation between the signal and
the combinatorial background if the individual discriminant variables xi are independent;
in case of correlations the separation power decreases but no bias is introduced.


K0K
K0SK
`+
P (Ds)
P (Ds )
P (Ds)
P ()

0
0
P ()=P (Ds ) P (K )=P (Ds ) P (KS)=P (Ds)
HID K1
HID K1
HID K
HID K1
HID K2
HID K2
HID K2
HID 
HID 
LID `(Ds)
cos( )
cos( )
M ()
M (K0)
Table 2: List of the quantities which are used, in the di erent decay channels, to construct
a discriminant variable between B0s semileptonic decays and background events.
The distributions of this variable obtained in data and in the simulation are shown in
Figure 1 for the + decay channel.
The optimal value of the cut on the discriminant variable has been studied on simulated
events, separately for each channel and for each detector con guration, in order to keep
high eciency (Table 3). A very loose cut has been applied on the + channel because
of its small combinatorial background.
The individual event purity has been evaluated, in the following, from the distribution
of the discriminant variable for signal and combinatorial background.

+ K0K K0SK `+
92-93 > 0:05 > 0:75 > 0:80 > 0:75
94-95 > 0:03 > 0:85 > 0:90 > 0:90
Table 3: Values of the cuts applied on the discriminant variable XDs to select B0s semileptonic decay candidates.
In addition, for the two channels (K0K and K0SK), which receive contributions from
kinematic re ections of non strange B decays, the bachelor kaon has been required to be
incompatible with the pion hypothesis.
Further background suppression has been obtained by placing a requirement on the Ds
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ight distance L(Ds). The small e ect induced on the decay time acceptance has been
taken into account in the following. This requirement has been applied, depending on the
resolution on the decay distance observed in the di erent Ds decay channels and on the
level of the combinatorial background: L(Ds ) > 0 for  and K0K+, L(Ds)=(L(Ds )) >
,3 for K0SK+ and L(Ds)=(L(Ds )) > ,1 for `+ .
Finally, for the semileptonic decay modes (with two neutrinos in the nal state) an
algorithm has been developed to estimate the missing energy, Emiss , de ned as:
Emiss = Etot , Evis
where the visible energy (Evis ) is the sum of the energies of charged particles and photons
in the same hemisphere as the Ds` candidate. Using four-momentum conservation, the
total energy (Etot) in that hemisphere is:
2
M 2 , Mopp
Etot = Ebeam + same
4Ebeam
where Msame and Mopp are the hemisphere invariant masses of the same and opposite
hemispheres respectively. A positive missing energy Emiss has been required.

3.2 Selection of the ++ , , +0 and K0K+ decay modes

These three decay modes have been searched for in the 94 and 95 data only.
Ds` pairs have been selected by requiring M (Ds `) > 3:0 GeV=c2 , pT (`) > 1:2 GeV=c and
2 (Ds` vertex)< 20 (except for the ++, decay mode in which no 2 cut has been
applied).
In each event only one candidate is kept. The procedure is the following: if more than one
candidate passed all the selection criteria only the one with the highest lepton transverse
momentum and, if the same lepton candidate is attached to several D+s candidates the
highest D+s momentum, is kept.
It has been veri ed that this requirement keeps the signal with high eciency and removes
some of the combinatorial background.

3.2.1 D+s ! K0K+

D+s candidates have been selected by reconstructing K0 ! K, + and K+ ! K0s+
decays. K0s candidates have been reconstructed in the mode K0s ! +, by combining all
pairs of oppositely charged particles and applying the \tight" selection criteria described
in [11]. The K0s has been then combined with two charged particles of the same sign, and a
third with opposite charge. If more than one D+s candidate could be reconstructed by the
same four particles (by swapping the two pion candidates for example) the D+s candidate
minimizing the squared mass di erence (M (K, +) , M (K0))2 + (M (K0s+) , M (K+))2
has been chosen, where M (K0) and M (K+ ) are the nominal K masses [19]. The three
charged particle tracks have been tted to a common vertex and the 2 of this vertex has
been required to be smaller than 30. To improve the resolution on the vertex position,
all three tracks have been required to have at least one VD hit.
K,+ and K0S+ mass combinations have been selected if their e ective masses are within
75 and 95 MeV=c2 of the nominal neutral and charged K mass respectively.
The charged pion and kaon from K decays must have a momentum larger than 1 and
1.5 GeV=c respectively. The charged and neutral K mesons must have a momentum
larger than 4 and 3.5 GeV=c respectively and D+s mesons have a momentum larger than
11 GeV=c.
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3.2.2 D+s ! 

The  is reconstructed in the decay channel  ! K+K, by taking all possible pairs
of oppositely charged particle tracks that have an invariant mass within 13 MeV=c2
of the nominal  meson mass [19]. Neither kaon candidate should be tagged by the
combined RICH and dE/dX measurements as pions (\tight" selection). Three tracks,
each compatible with the pion hypothesis as given by the combined RICH and dE/dX
measurements, have been then added to the  candidate to make a D+s . The ve tracks
have been required to be compatible with a single vertex, but no requirement has been
applied on the 2 of the vertex t. Three of the ve tracks have been required to have
at least one VD hit and two of the three pion candidates have been required to have a
momentum above 1.2 GeV/c.
In addition, kaons from the  decays must have a momentum larger than 1.8 GeV/c.
Individual pion momenta must be larger than 700 MeV=c and the Ds candidate momentum must be larger than 9 GeV=c.

3.2.3 D+s ! 0

The  is reconstructed using the same selection criteria as for the previous channel. A
third track, which has been required not to be tagged as a kaon by the combined RICH
and dE=dx, and a reconstructed 0 (Section. 2.2.4) have been added to the  candidate.
The three charged tracks have been tted to a common vertex. To improve the resolution
on the vertex position, each of the three tracks has been required to be associated to at
least one VD hit each.
In addition, kaons from the  decay must have a momentum larger than 2.5 GeV=c.
The momentum of the charged pion and of the Ds must be larger than 1 and 10 GeV=c
respectively.

3.3 Summary for the Ds` selected events
3.3.1 Non leptonic Ds modes

In the D+s mass region, an excess of \right-sign" (Ds ` ) over \wrong-sign" (Ds ` )
combinations is observed in each channel (Figure 2). The estimated number of signal
events and the yields for the combinatorial background in all the studied modes are
summarized in Table 4. The mass distribution for non-leptonic decays has been tted
with two Gaussian distributions of equal widths to account for the D+s and D+ signals
and a polynomial function for the combinatorial background. The D+ mass has been
xed at the nominal value of 1:869 GeV=c2 [19]. The overall mass distribution for nonleptonic decays is shown in (Figure 3a). The t yields a signal of (206  21) Ds decays in
\right-sign" combinations, centred at a mass of (1:9680  0:0016) GeV=c2 with a width
of (14  1) MeV=c2.

3.3.2 Semileptonic Ds modes

Selected events show an excess of \right-sign" with respect to \wrong-sign" combinations (Figure 3b). The K+ K, invariant mass distribution for \right sign" events has
been tted with a Breit{Wigner distribution to account for the signal and a polynomial
function to describe the combinatorial background. The t gives (80  16) events (see
Table 4) centred at a mass of (1:020  0:001) GeV=c2 with a total width (,) of (5  1)
MeV=c2.
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Ds decay modes Estimated signal Combinatorial background / Total
Ds ! +
83  11
0:38  0:06
?0 +
Ds ! K K
60  11
0:45  0:06
0
+
Ds ! KSK
22  7
0:48  0:10
?0 ?+
Ds ! K K
21  5
0:31  0:07
Ds ! ++,
10  4
0:39  0:10
+
0
Ds !  
18  6
0:39  0:10
Ds ! `+ 
80  16
0:38  0:06
Table 4: Numbers of Ds signal events and fractions of combinatorial background events
measured in the di erent Ds decay channels. The level of the combinatorial background
has been evaluated inside a mass interval of 2 (1:5,) centred on the measured Ds ()
mass.

3.4 Selection of the `h inclusive channel

Inclusive B0s semileptonic decays are reconstructed by requiring, in the same hemisphere, a high pT lepton and a reconstructed  ! K+K, . This analysis is expected to
be more ecient than analyses based on completely reconstructed D+s , at the cost of a
higher background. The extra contamination comes mainly from combinatorial K+ K,
pairs and from non-strange B-decays.
In order to avoid a statistical overlap with the Ds` sample considered previously, all
K+K, ` triplets selected in the Ds` channels containing a  in the nal state have been
excluded from the present sample.
The analysis of the `h channel has been performed using 94-95 data only.
Leptons are required to have a momentum and a transverse momentum larger than
3:0 GeV/c and 1:0 GeV/c respectively. A pair of oppositely charged identi ed kaons is
considered as a  candidate provided their combined momentum is above 3:0 GeV/c.
Considering the remaining particles of charge opposite to the lepton, the hadron h with
the highest momentum projected along the  direction is associated to the D+s decay vertex. The K+K, h+ vertex is tted, and the D+s pseudo-track is reconstructed and tted
with the lepton track to estimate the B decay vertex. The mass distribution of the K+ K,
pairs has been tted with a Breit-Wigner function to account for true  mesons and a
polynomial function for the combinatorial background (Figure 4).
Accepting events within 1, of the tted  mass, where , corresponds to the tted
width of the signal, 441 events are retained, including a combinatorial background of
(45:2  4:5)%.

3.5 Sample composition

The lifetime and the oscillations of B0s mesons have been studied selecting, in the
Ds` sample, right-sign events lying in a mass interval of 2 (1:5,) centered on the
measured Ds () mass and, in the `h sample, events with the candidate  meson in a
mass interval of 1, centered on the measured  mass.
The following components, entering into the selected sample, have to be considered:
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0
fbcl =fblBs



`

Others
0:151  0:018 0:148  0:025 0:114  0:020

Table 5: Ratio between DsD and signal yields in the three Ds ` classes.

 fbkg : fraction of candidates from the combinatorial background: it has been evaluated from the t of the mass distributions on Ds` and `h events;
 ff`: fraction of candidates coming from events having a fake lepton and a real Ds

or  meson (in the `h analysis this category includes also events containing true
leptons and  mesons coming from charm decays or light quark hadronization);
 fbc` : fraction of candidates in which the high pT lepton originates from a \cascade"
decay (b ! c ! `);
 fb`B0: fraction of semileptonic decays of non-strange B mesons
 fb`Bs : fraction of semileptonic decays of the B0s meson.
Only the last four components (i.e. background and signal coming from physical processes) will be detailed in the following: the estimation of the combinatorial background has
been already reported in previous sections.

3.5.1 Composition of the Ds` sample

In the Ds` sample the Ds signal of the \right" sign correlation is dominated by B0s
semileptonic decays; other minor sources of Ds` candidates are:
 ff`:
a possible contribution from this source (D+s -fake `) would give the same contribution
in right and wrong sign candidates. Since no excess has been observed in wrong sign
candidates this component has been neglected.
 fbc` :
it is the expected fraction of \cascade" decays (B ! D(?)Ds(?)+X) followed by the
semileptonic decay D ! `,  X yielding right-sign Ds ` pairs (referred also as fDsD).
This background corresponds approximately to the same number of events as the
signal [20], but the selection eciency is lower because of the requirement of a high
pT lepton and of a high mass of the(Ds`) system. These selection criteria reduce
the DsD background fractions to the values reported in Table 5. Quoted errors
on these fractions result from the uncertainties on the branching fractions of the
contributing processes and from the errors on the respective experimental selection
eciencies.
 fb`B:
two contributions to this fraction have been considered:
{ frefl: the fraction
of events from D+ ! K,++ and D+ ! K0S+ decays in
+
which a  has been misidenti ed as a K+ which give candidates in the Ds
mass region. If the D+ is accompanied by an oppositely charged lepton in the
decay Bu;d ! D+`,  X, it looks like a B0s semileptonic decay. The fractions
frefl=fBs = 0:054  0:015 and frefl=fBs = 0:069  0:025 have been estimated for
the K?0K+ and K0SK+ decay channels, respectively.
{ A Ds ` pair from a non-strange B meson decay, with the lepton emitted
from
,
a direct B semileptonic decay, may come from the decay B ! DsKX`  . The
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K0SK+
K0K+
Others
fB0s 0:869  0:014 0:871  0:019 0:845  0:023 0:856  0:018 0:898  0:016
fDsD 0:131  0:016 0:129  0:022 0:096  0:021 0:098  0:020 0:102  0:018
frefl:
0:059  0:022 0:046  0:014
Table 6: Estimated composition of the Ds signal in the Ds` sample



`

production of Ds in B decays not originating from W + ! cs, has been measured
by CLEO [21], but no measurement of this production in semileptonic decays
exists yet. This process implies the production of a D?? followed by its decay
into DsK. This decay is suppressed by phase space (the Ds K system has a large
mass) and by the required additional ss pair. A detailed calculation shows that
the contribution of this process is [22]:
Br(b ! B ! DsKX`,  ) < 10%:
Br(b ! B0s ! Ds`,  )
Assuming a selection eciency similar to the one for the Ds D component the
contribution of this decay channel is below 2% and, for this reason, has been
neglected in the following.
Taking into account the above components, the estimated number of B0s semileptonic
decays in the sample of 436 candidates is 230  18.
The signal composition for each Ds decay mode is given in Table 6.
In order to increase the e ective B0s purity of the selected sample, signal and background fractions have been calculated on an event by event basis using the probability
density functions of pT (l) and XDs (de ned in Section 3.1):
eff = f F
fbkg
bkg Comb (XDs )FComb (pT )=Tot
eff
fB0s = fB0s FDs (XDs )FB0s (pT )=Tot
fDeffD = fD D FDs (XDs )FDsD(pT )=Tot
eff = f F (X )F 0 (p )=Tot
frefl
refl Ds Ds Bs T
where FDs , FComb , FDsD, FB0s are the probability densities for the Ds mesons, the combinatorial background, the DsD background and the B0s signal events, respectively.
In these expressions, Tot is a normalisation factor such that:
eff + f eff + f eff + f eff = 1:
fbkg
DD
refl
B0s
The distributions of the values of the XDs and pT variables are shown in Figure 5. The
use of this procedure is equivalent to increasing the statistics by a factor 1.2.
s

s

s

3.5.2 Composition of the `h sample

The di erent contributions to `h candidates contained in the selected K+ K, mass
interval of 6:6 MeV=c2 around the  nominal mass and corresponding to a real  meson
are shown in Table 7 and have been estimated using simulated events and measured
branching fractions. Quoted uncertainties originate from the nite Monte Carlo statistics,
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Source
ff`
fb`B
fbc`
0
fb`Bs

(%)
22:5  2:4
49:4  2:1
11:3  1:2
:0
16:9+6
,4:3

Table 7: Estimated composition of the  signal in the `h sample
except for one attached to the signal fraction which is dominated by fB0s  Br(B0s !
:29
D+s `, `X) = (0:86  0:09+0
,0:20 )% [23].
The number of B0s semileptonic decays contained in this sample has been evaluated to
be 41+15
,10 .

3.6 Measurement of the B meson decay time

For each event, the B0s decay time is obtained from the measured decay length (LB0s )
and the estimate of the B0s momentum (pB0s ). The B0s momentum is estimated using the
measured energies:
pB0s 2 = (E (Ds`) + E )2 , mB0s 2:
The neutrino energy E is obtained from the measured value of Emiss (see Section 3.1).
The agreement between data and simulation on Emiss has been veri ed using the side
bands of the Ds ` sample. In order to have enough statistics to perform this test, cuts
not correlated with the missing energy have been relaxed. In addition, to verify the
resolution on the energy estimate, the studied sample has been enriched in light quark
events by applying an anti{b-tagging cut (Section 2.4). A relative shift of (MC ,
Data) = 500 MeV has been measured and the simulation has been corrected. Figure 6
shows the agreement between data and simulation after having applied this correction.
The neutrino E resolution has been improved by correcting Emiss by a function of (Ds`)
energy2 and which has been determined from simulated signal events:
E = Emiss + F (E (Ds`)):
The data-simulation agreement on pB0s has been veri ed on the selected signal events
after subtraction of the combinatorial background (estimated from events selected in
side-bands of Ds and  signals) (Figure 6).

3.7 Proper time resolution and acceptance

The predicted decay time distributions have been obtained by convoluting the theoretical distributions with resolution functions evaluated from simulated events. Due to
di erent resolutions on the decay length, di erent parametrizations of the proper time
resolution have been used for three di erent classes in the Ds` sample: K0SK+ decays,
other non-leptonic decays and semileptonic Ds decays. Di erent parametrizations have
been also used for the two Vertex Detector con gurations installed in 91-93 and in 94-95.

2 here Ds means \observed decay products of Ds ", including also the decays where the Ds is not fully reconstructed:
speci cally Ds + ! `+ ` and Ds + ! h+ X
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The proper time resolution is obtained from the distribution of the di erence between
the generated (t) and the reconstructed (ti) time. The following distributions have been
considered:
 Rbl(t , ti) is the resolution function for direct semileptonic B decays.
Rbl is parametrized, for the Ds` sample, as the sum of three Gaussian distributions.
The width of the third Gaussian is taken to be proportional to the width of the
second Gaussian.
Rb`(t , ti)q= (1 , f2 , f3)G(t , ti; 1) + f2G(t , ti; 2) + f3G(t , ti; 3)
with 1 = q L2 1 + P2 1t2
2 = L2 2 + P2 2t2
3 = s32
In the `h analysis a fourth Gaussian distribution has been added.
The parameters related to the decay length and proper time resolutions, L and P
respectively, and the relative fractions fi are listed in Table 8. A typical parametrization of the resolution, for the Ds` sample, is shown in Figure 7 for the + decay
mode obtained with the 94-95 Vertex-Detector con guration.
i

i

 Rbcl is the resolution function applied to \cascade\ events.

Since the charm decay products have been only partially reconstructed in these
events, the momentum of the B0s candidate is underestimated giving a long positive
tail in the proper time resolution function.
The function, Rbcl(t , ti), is well described by a Gaussian distribution convoluted
with an exponential distribution. The variation of the shape of this distribution
with the generated proper time has been neglected.
Ds` sample
Ds decay mode
L1(ps) P 1
0
+
KSK (92-93)
0.16 0.08
K0SK+ (94-95)
0.16 0.08
other non-leptonic (92-93) 0.11 0.07
other non-leptonic (94-95) 0.11 0.07
`+  (92-93)
0.14 0.075
+
`  (94-95)
0.14 0.075

L2(ps)
1.04
0.98
0.39
0.37
0.31
0.31

P 2
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.15
0.15

s3
5
3
6
6

f2
0.50
0.28
0.26
0.16
0.29
0.21

f3
0
0
0.07
0.02
0.09
0.07

`h sample
L1(ps) P 1 L2(ps) P 2 L3(ps) P 3 L4(ps) P 4 f1 f2 f3
0.13 0.08 0.28 0.09 0.32 0.19 1.06 0.42 0.31 0.41 0.10
Table 8: Fitted values of the parameters of the resolution function Rbl(t , ti) obtained,
on simulated events, for the Ds ` and `h samples.
Distortions on the reconstructed proper time can be due to a non-uniform reconstruction eciency as a function of the true proper time (acceptance).
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Non-uniform eciencies have been observed, on simulated events, in the Ds decay modes
, K0K and ` because of the selection criteria on L=(L).
This e ect has been taken into account by inserting in the tting function, for those
channels, an acceptance function (A(t)) parametrized on simulated events.

4 Measurement of the B0s lifetime

The B0s meson lifetime has been studied using the signal sample (Section 3.5) and
a background sample containing events selected in the sidebands of Ds () candidates.
Sidebands events are \right" sign events lying in the Ds mass interval [1:91 , 1:93] [
[2:01 , 2:15] GeV=c2 for the Ds hadronic decays and \right" sign events lying in the 
mass interval [0:990; 1:005] [ [1:035; 1:060] GeV=c2 for the Ds semileptonic decays.
In the Ds` analysis \wrong" sign candidates have been also included in the background
sample. This background sample is assumed to have the same proper time distribution
as the combinatorial background in the signal sample. This assumption has been veri ed
using the simulation. The probability density function used for events in the signal region
is given by:
0 0
P (ti) = fb`Bs Pb`Bs (ti) + fb`BPb`B(ti) + fbc` Pbc` (ti) + ff`Pf` (ti) + fbkg Pbkg (ti):
where ti and t are the measured and true proper times respectively.
The di erent probability densities are expressed as convolutions of the physical probability densities with the appropriate resolution (R) and acceptance (A) functions:
 for the signal:
0
Pb`Bs (ti) = 10 exp(,t=B0s )A(t) Rb` (t , ti)
Bs
 for the background coming from non strange B mesons:

Pb`B(ti) =

X f Bq 1 exp(,t= )A(t) R (t , t )
B
b`
i
b` 
B

q6=s

q

q

where q runs over the various B-hadrons species contributing to this background,

 for the \cascade" background:
Pbc` (ti) =

X f Bq 1 exp(,t= )A(t) R (t , t )
Bq
bc`
i
bc` 
B
q

q

 for \fake lepton" candidates the function Pf` (ti) has been parametrized using simulated events;
 for the combinatorial background two di erent parametrizations have been used:
{ Ds` sample.
j (t ) = f , 1 exp(,t= , ) G(t , t ;  ) + f + 1 exp(,t= + ) G(t , t ;  )+
Pbkg
i
i j
i j
,
+
,
+
(1 , f , f )G(t , ti; j )
Three distributions have been used for each of the three classes of decay time
resolution j (j = 1; 3) (see Section 3.7). A negative exponential for poorly
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measured events (with negative lifetime  , ), an exponential distribution for the
ying background (with lifetime  +) and a central Gaussian for the non- ying
one. The seven parameters (f , , f + ,  + ,  , and j (j = 1; 3)) have been tted
independently for the 92-93 and 94-95 data samples. The parameter j (j = 1; 3)
are taken to be di erent for the three classes of decay time resolution.
{ `h sample.
The combinatorial background shape has been described with a sum of four
smeared exponentials (exp(ti;  ) G(t , ti; )).
B0s lifetime t has been performed simultaneously on the signal and background samples.
All parameters describing the shape of the background time distributions in the Ds`
and `h samples are left as free parameters. Results of the t are shown in Figure 8
(Ds` sample) and in Figure 9 (`h sample). Table 9 summarizes the di erent lifetimes
measurements with their statistical errors.
Decay mode
Ds `; Ds ! 
Ds `; Ds ! K?0K+
Ds `; Ds ! K0SK+
Ds `; Ds ! K?0K?+
Ds `; Ds ! +0
Ds `; Ds ! ++,
Ds `; Ds ! `+ 
`h

Data set
(92-95)
(92-95)
(92-95)
(94-95)
(94-95)
(94-95)
(92-95)
(94-95)

B0s (ps)
:26
1:44+0
,0:21
:30
1:31+0
,0:25
:61
1:43+0
,0:44
:50
1:00+0
,0:31
:61
1:46+0
,0:42
:16
1:96+1
,0:64
:34
1:49+0
,0:27
1:41  0:68

Table 9: B0s lifetime determinations using the Ds ` and `h events samples.

4.1 Systematic errors on the B0s lifetime

Systematic uncertainties attached to the B0s lifetime determination are summarized in
Table 10.
The main contributions to the systematic uncertainties come from:
 Systematics from the evaluation of the B0s purity.

{ Ds` sample:

The di erent fractions for signal and background events have been calculated
on an event by event basis. The expressions de ning the e ective purities are
given in Section 3.5.1. The value of fbkg: has been varied according to the
statistical uncertainties of the tted combinatorial background fractions present
in the di erent, Ds or K+ K,, mass distributions. The value of fbc` has been
varied according to the errors given in Table 7 and in Table 6, which takes
into account both the statistical error from the simulation and the errors on
measured branching ratios.
The evaluation of the systematics due to the procedure used to evaluate the
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Systematics
B0s variation in ps
+0:0090
fbkg:
,0:0130
,0:0100
fbc`
+0:0110
,0:0020
B
fb`
+0:0020
XDs discrim. var.
+0:008
pT discrim. var.
0:004
,0:0010
B+ (1:65  0:04 ps)
+0:0010
,0:0012
B0d (1:56  0:04 ps)
+0:0013
t resolution
0:008
t acceptance
0:010
Simulated evts. statistics
0:020
Total Syst.
0:03
Table 10: Di erent contributions to the systematic uncertainty attached to the B0s lifetime
measurement.
B0s purity on a event by event basis has been evaluated in two steps. The
distributions of the variable XDs (Figure 5) for signal and background events
have been re-weighted with as linear function in order to maximize the Datasimulation agreement:
S (XDs ) = S (XDs ) (a + bX )
Ds
B (XDs ) new B (XDs ) old
The linear behaviour of the correction has been chosen because of the limited
statistics in the data: it has been veri ed that a quadratic correction does not
change the result signi cantly.
The t has been redone with this new probability distribution and the variation
of the tted lifetime value (+0.008 ps) has been taken as the systematic error.
Because of the agreement between data and simulation (Figure 5-e and 5-f) for
the pT distribution, the systematic error associated to this variable has been
evaluated varying its distributions by the uncertainties of the parametrization
obtained from simulated events.
{ `h sample:
In this analysis the fractions of signal and background events have not been
calculated on an event by event basis. The systematic uncertainty due to the
variation of the fbc` ; fb`B and fbkg fractions have been obtained by varying these
parameters by the errors reported in Table 7 and in Table 4. The systematic
uncertainty attached to the ff` fraction, a ecting only the ` sample, has a
negligible e ect on the global result.
 Validation of the tting procedure using simulated0 events.
The tting method has been veri ed on pure Bs simulated events: the measured
value on this sample has been B0s (Ds ` )MC = (1:605  0:020)ps in agreement with
the generated value (B0s = 1:6 ps). The statistical error of this veri cation has been
included in the systematic uncertainties.
A similar check has been performed on the `h sample giving B0s (`h)MC =
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(1:65  0:04)ps. Since the statistical weight of the `h channel is small compared to
the full sample, the error on the tting procedure is dominated by the statistics of
Ds` simulated events.

 Systematic from the proper time resolution.

Uncertainties on the determination of the resolution on the proper time receive two
contributions: one from errors on the decay distance evaluation and the other from
errors on the measurement of the B0s momentum. The agreement between real and
simulated events on the evaluation of the errors on the decay distance has been veried by comparing the widths of the negative part of the ight distance distributions,
for events which are depleted in B-hadrons. The di erence between the two widths
has been found to be of the order of 10%.
The systematic on B0s momentum has been evaluated by comparing the momentum distribution on simulated events with the distribution, background subtracted,
obtained from the data sample (see Section 3.5.1). E ects from shift and width differences between the two distributions have been considered by changing the shape
of the distribution of simulated events; it has been found that the main systematics
comes from di erence in width: the width on data has been estimated to be larger
by a factor 1:07  0:04.
Taking into account these two e ects the uncertainty on the time resolution has
been, conservatively, evaluated by varying the parameters L and P of the resolution functions (see Table 8) by 10%.
Uncertainties on the acceptance determination have been also considered: the parameters entering in the de nition of the acceptance function have been varied according to the errors given by the t on simulated events.
The nal result is:
:14
B0s = 1:42+0
(8)
,0:13 (stat:)  0:03(syst:) ps:
i

i

5 Lifetime di erence between B0s mass eigenstates
The B0s (or B0s) mesons are superpositions of the two mass eigenstates:
jB0si = p12 (jB0Hi + jB0Li) ; jB0si = p12 (jB0Hi , jB0Li):
The probability density for N semileptonic B0s decays is proportional to:
dN / (Br(B0 ! `X ), e,,H t + Br(B0 ! `X ), e,,Lt)
(9)
H
L
H
L
dt
where Br(B0H(L) ! `X)= ,(B0H(L) ! `X)=,H(L) .
The semileptonic partial widths for B0H and B0L are assumed to be equal since only CPeigenstates could generate a di erence (semileptonic decays are not CP-eigenstates).
It follows that the two exponentials are multiplied by the same factor and the probability
density for the decay of a B0s or B0s at time t is given, after normalization, by:
P (t) = ,,H+,,L (e,,Ht + e,,Lt)
(10)
H
L
where ,L = ,B0s + ,B0s =2, ,H = ,B0s , ,B0s =2.
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Two independent variables are then considered:   1=,B0s 3 and   ,B0s =,B0s .
As the statistics in the sample is not sucient to t simultaneously  and , the method
used to evaluate  consists in calculating the log-likelihood for the time distribution
measured with the Ds` and `h samples and deriving the probability density function for 
by constraining  to be equal to 1=,B0d  Bd = (1:560:04) ps [19]4 (j,Bs =,Bd ,1j < 0:01
is predicted in [1]).
The log-likelihoods function described in Section 4 have been modi ed by replacing
the physical function B0s (exp(,t=B0s )) by Equation (10) and they have been added.
The log-likelihood sum has been minimized in the (; ) plane and the di erence with
respect to its minimum (L) has been calculated (Figure 10-a):
L = , log LDtots `+`h (; ) + log LDtots `+`h (( )min ; ()min) :
The probability density function for the variables  and  is then proportional to:
P (; ) / e,L
The  probability distribution is obtained by convoluting P (; ) with the probability
density function f( =B0 )( ), expressing the constraint  = B0d , and normalizing the
d
result:
R P (; )f( = )( )d
0
P () = R P (; )f Bd( )dd
( =B0 )
where

d

p

f( =B0 )( ) = 1=( 2B0 ) exp(,( , B0d )2=22B0 )
d

d

d

The upper limit on ,B0s =,B0s , calculated from P (), is:
,B0s =,B0s < 0:45 at the 95% C.L.
This limit takes into account both statistical uncertainties and the systematic coming
from the uncertainty on the B0d lifetime.
The systematic uncertainty originating from other sources has been evaluated by convoluting P (; ) with the probability density functions of the corresponding parameters:
R P (; ; x1 ; :::; xn )f( = )( )f (x1 ):::f(xn )ddx1 :::dxn
sys
sys
0
sys
sys
sys
sys
P () = R P (; ; x1 ; :::; xn )f Bd( )f (x1 ):::f xn )ddx1 :::dxn d
( sys
sys
sys ( =B0 )
sys
sys
sys
d

where xisys are the n parameters considered in the systematic uncertainty and f (xisys ) are
the corresponding probability densities.
Since the method implies heavy numerical integrations over a n-dimensional grid only two
systematics have been considered here: the purity in B0s meson of the selected sample
and the acceptance. This approximation is justi ed since systematic uncertainties are
expected to be small (as they are in the lifetime measurement) and dominated by these
two parameters.
The ,B0s =,B0s probability distribution, obtained with the inclusion of the systematics,
is shown in Figure 10-c, the most probable value for ,B0s =,B0s is 0 and the upper limit
at 95% con dence level is:
,B0s =,B0s < 0:46 at the 95% C.L.
3  does not coincide with the measured B0s lifetime if ,B0 is di erent from zero
s
4 It has been assumed that ,B = 0.
d
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It should be noted that the world average of the B0s lifetime cannot be used as constraint
in such analysis, since it depends on ,B0s and on ,B0s . Moreover, this dependence is also
di erent for di erent decay channels. In the Ds ` case the expression of the average B0s
lifetime is given by:
1
2
B0s =,B0s )
B0s (Ds `) = , 01(1+,( 2(,
(11)
1 , 0 =, 0 )2 )
Bs

2

Bs

Bs

6 Study of B0s-B0s oscillations
The study of B0s-B0s oscillations requires the tagging of the sign of the b quark in the
meson at the decay and production times.
The algorithm used for the b(b) tagging at production time has been tuned in order to
have the best performances on the Ds` sample, where all the charged particles from the
B0s decays have been reconstructed.
B0s

6.1 b(b) tagging at production time

The signature of the initial production of a b(b) quark in the jet containing the B0s or B0s
candidate is determined using a combination of di erent variables which are sensitive to
the initial quark state following the same technique as in Section 3.1. For each individual
variable Xi , the probability density functions fb(Xi ) (fb(Xi)) for b (b) quarks are obtained
from the simulation and the ratio Ri = fb(Xi)=fb (Xi) is computed. The combined tagging
variable is de ned as:
R ; where R = Y R :
(12)
xtag = 11 ,
i
+R
The variable xtag varies between -1 and 1. High values of xtag correspond to a high
probability that a given hemisphere contains a b quark in the initial state. If some of the
variables Xi are not de ned in a given event, the corresponding ratios Ri are set to 1,
corresponding to equal probabilities for the initial state to be b or b.
An event is split into two hemispheres by the plane passing through the beam interaction
point and perpendicular to the direction of the B0s candidate; then nine discriminant
variables have been selected for this analysis. Five variables are de ned in the hemisphere
opposite to the B0s meson, in which reconstructed charged particles have been used:
 the mean hemisphere charge which is de ned as :
Pn qi(jp~i  e~sj)
Qhem = Pi=1n (jp~  e~ j) :
(13)
i=1 i s
In this expression n is total number of charged particles in the hemisphere, qi and
p~i are, respectively, the charge and the momentum of particle i e~s is the unit vector
along the thrust axis and =0.6;
 the weighted sum of the charges of particles with tracks identi ed as kaon candidates:

QK = P qi(jp~i  e~sj);
 the sum of the charges of tracks having signi cant impact parameters with respect
to the event primary vertex;
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 the sum of the charges of the particles whose tracks are compatible with the event
primary vertex;
 the momentum transverse to the jet axis multiplied by the charge of the identi ed

lepton candidate with the highest momentum.
These variables have been combined to form the discriminant variable xotag .
Another set of three variables are evaluated in the hemisphere which contains the B0s
meson candidate and only tracks not included in the B0s candidate decay products have
been used in their determination 5. They are:
 the mean hemisphere charge, computed using (13) with e~s directed along the reconstructed momentum of the B0s candidate;
 the rapidity with respect to the direction of the thrust axis multiplied by the charge
of the identi ed kaon candidate with the highest momentum having a trajectory
compatible with the primary vertex (this algorithm aims at reconstructing the fragmentation kaon produced with the B0s, this kaon has a sign opposite to the b quark
contained in the meson);
 the momentum of any reconstructed 0 candidate multiplied by the charge of the
proton from its decay (same principle as in the previous item when a baryon instead
of meson is produced).
These variables have been combined to form the discriminant variable xstag. In addition
the distribution of the polar angle of the direction of the thrust axis, common to both
hemispheres, is also used to bene t from the forward-backward asymmetry of the b quark
production relative to the electron beam axis.

6.2 Measurement of the tagging purity in events with an exclusively reconstructed D

The high statistics sample of exclusively reconstructed D, accumulated in 1994-95,
has been used to check the tagging procedure. The purity of the tagging at production
time, tag, has been measured on those events using the analysis of the B0d , B0d mixing.
The D candidates have been selected by reconstructing the decay chain D+ ! D0+
followed by D0 ! K,+ or D0 ! K, +0. The selection criteria rely mainly on the small
mass di erence between D+ and D0 mesons [24]. The measurement of the B0d , B0d mixing
is performed by correlating a) the sign of the D charge, which tags the B avour at
decay time (since D, in these events are mainly produced from B0d and D+ from B0d),
with b) the global tagging variable, xotag, evaluated in the hemisphere opposite to the D
and obtained by combining the ve rst quantities de ned in the previous section. If
the B0d meson, decaying into a D, has oscillated, the D charge and the value of the
variable xotag are expected to be of unlike sign. The mass di erence, mB0d , between the
two physical states of the B0d , B0d system is obtained from the study of the D0 decay
distance distribution for unlike and like sign events. Details of the analysis can be found
in [24]. The amplitude of the time dependent oscillation is sensitive to the probability of
correctly tagging events as unmixed and mixed B0d candidates. A t has been performed,
xing the mass di erence mB0d to the world average [23], and leaving tag as a free
parameter. The t has been repeated for di erent minimum values of the global tagging
5 In the Ds ` analysis all the B0s decay products are identi ed and removed, for more inclusive analyses this is only
partially possible
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variable xotag. Results are reported in Table 11, together with the predictions from the
simulation. The fraction of events fevents remaining after the cut on the tagging variable
is also reported.
Data

Simulation
tag
fevents tag fevents
o
jxtagj > 0:0 0:68  0:02 1.0 0:69 1.0
jxotagj > 0:1 0:69  0:02 0.88 0:71 0.89
jxotagj > 0:2 0:71  0:02 0.77 0:74 0.78
Table 11: Values of tag obtained from the analysis of exclusively reconstructed D for
di erent cuts on the value of the tagging variable xotag . Also reported is the fraction of
events remaining after the cut. Expectations from the simulation are also given.
The tagging eciency, estimated using the D sample, is consistent within its uncertainty with the expectation from the simulation.
The selected sample of exclusively reconstructed D still contains a signi cant fraction
of events originating from charm and light quarks. In order to study the distribution of
the tagging variable xotag, the b-tag probability for all tracks in the event has been required
to be smaller than 10,3 [16]. The fraction of non-b events in the remaining sample is
estimated to be 5%. The distribution of the product between the D charge and the
value of the tagging variable xotag is shown in Figure 11{a, together with the expectation
from the simulation.
Another check has been performed by selecting events with an exclusively reconstructed D accompanied by a lepton of opposite charge. This sample is highly enriched in
B0d, but has a limited statistics. However, it allows the study of the tagging variable xstag
de ned, in the same hemisphere as the D-lepton candidate, by combining the other
three variables mentioned in the previous section. The variable which quanti es the presence of an identi ed kaon of highest momentum compatible with the primary vertex has
been removed from the de nition of xstag. The distribution of the product between the
D charge and the value of the tagging variable, xstag, is shown in Figure 11{b together
with the expectation from the simulation.
The selected Ds` sample do not have enough statistics to perform a quantitative check.
The xtag distributions expected from the simulation and measured data, using the Ds`
sample, are found to be compatible within statistics (Figure 12).

6.3 Tagging procedure

An event is classi ed as a mixed or an unmixed candidate according to the relative
signs of the Ds electric charge, QD, and of the xtag variable. Mixed candidates have
xtag  QD < 0, and unmixed ones xtag  QD > 0.
The probability, b, of tagging the b or the b quark correctly from the measurement of
xtag has been evaluated using a dedicated simulated event sample and has been found to
be, in the Ds` sample, 74:5  0:5% in 94-95 data and 71:5  1:2% in 92-93 data.
In the `h sample the tracks from the B decay have not been all reconstructed. The
tagging purity is lower with respect to the one estimated in the Ds` sample due to some
possible misidenti cation between primary and secondary tracks present in the same
hemisphere as the  meson. The value found in simulated events is (b = 0:69  0:01).
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To improve the tagging purity further, the shape of the xtag distribution can be included in the analysis.
Four purities enter in the analysis:
- b`: tagging purity for the direct b ! ` decays;
- bc`: tagging purity for b ! c ! ` \cascade" decays;
(unmix) probability of classifying background candidates as mixed or as unmixed
- mix
bkg
(computed on sidebands events);
(unmix)
- mix
probability of classifying fake lepton candidates as mixed or as unmixed.
f`
using xtag as a discriminant variable each of these purities is replaced by the function
X (xtag), where X is the xtag probability density function.
The global probability density function has been divided by the sum Xb`r (xtag) + (1 ,
)Xb`w (xtag ) (r  right tag and w  wrong tag) in order to keep, for the signal part, the
relation w = 1 , r.
The functions entering in the nal likelihood are then re-de ned as:
r
b` (xtag )
Xb`r = b`X r (xtag)b`+X(1
Xb`w = 1 , Xb`r
,r b`)Xb`w (xtag)
b`
w
(1 , bc`)Xbc`
bc` Xbc`
r =
w =
Xbc`
X
bc` b` X r (xtag ) + (1 , b` )X w (xtag )
b`Xb`r (xtag) + (1 , b`)Xb`w (xtag)
b`
mix
mix
unmix X unmix b`

X

bkg bkg
bkg
bkg
unmix
mix =
Xbkg
b`Xb`r (xtag) + (1 , b`)Xb`w (xtag) Xbkg = b` Xb`r (xtag) + (1 , b`)Xb`w (xtag)
mix mix
unmix unmix
Xf`mix = b`X r (xtag)+f` (1X,f` b`)X w (xtag) Xf`unmix = b` X r (xtagf`) + (1X,f` b`)X w (xtag)
b`

b`

b`

b`

The e ective tagging purities obtained, in the Ds` sample, with this method correspond
to 78  0:5% for 94-95 data and to 74  1:2% for 92-93 data.

6.4 Fitting procedure

From the expected proper time distributions and the tagging probabilities, the probability functions for mixed and unmixed events candidates have been computed 6:
0
B P mix (t ) + f P mix (t ) + f P mix (t ) + f P mix (t ): (14)
P mix(ti) = fb`Bs PBmix
0s (ti ) + fb`
i
bc` bc` i
f` f` i
bkg bkg i
B
where ti is the reconstructed proper time. The analytical probability densities are as
follows, with t being the true proper time:
 B0s mixing probability.
r P mix
w unmix
PBmix
(15)
0s (ti ) = f Xb`
B0s (t) + Xb` PB0s (t) gA(t) Rb` (t , ti )
 \cascade" background mixing probability.
mix (ti) = f f Bd ( X r P unmix (t) + ( X w P mix (t) )+
Pbc`
bc` 0 bc` Bd
bc` Bd
B
r
unmix
w P mix
s
(fbc` =2)( Xbc` PB0s (t) + Xbc`
B0s (t) )+
0
Bs
w
unmix
r
(fbc` =2)( Xbc` PB0s (t) + Xbc` PBmix
0s (t) )+
+ r
B
fbc` Xbc` =B+ exp(,t=B+ )
 X r = exp(,t= )
fbc`
gA(t) Rbc` (t , ti)
b
bc` 
b

b

(16)

6 In the following, only the probability function for mixed events is written explicitly; the corresponding probability for

unmixed events can be obtained by changing r ! w.
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Note that the two terms contributing to the B0s are due to the fact that, in the decay
B0s ! D+sD,s X, the lepton can originate from either Ds mesons. The B0s contribution
can then be simpli ed in the expression and becomes, mixing independent:
fB0s =B0s exp(,t=B0s )
 non-strange B-hadrons mixing probability.
w unmix (t) )+
Pb`B mix(ti) = f fb`Bd+( Xb`r PBmix
d (t) + Xb` PBd
fb`B Xb`w =B+ exp(,t=B+ )
fb` Xb`w = exp(,t=b )
gA(t) Rb` (t , ti)
b

(17)

b

 mixing probability for candidates from light quark events or fake leptons:
mix
Pmix
f` (ti) = Xf` Pf` (ti )
 combinatorial background mixing probability:
mix
Pmix
bkg (ti ) = Xbkg Pbkg (ti)

(18)

(19)
The parameters entering in the proper time distribution for this background have
been determined in the lifetime t.
The oscillation analysis has been performed in the framework of the amplitude method
[25] which consists in measuring, for each value of the frequency mB0s , an amplitude A
and its error (A). The parameter A is introduced in the time evolution of pure B0s or
B0s states so that the value A = 1 corresponds to a genuine signal for oscillation:
P (B0s ! (B0s ; B0s )) = 21 e,  (1  A cos(mB0s t))
s
The 95% C.L. excluded region for mB0s is obtained by evaluating the probability that,
in at most 5% of the cases, a real signal having an amplitude equal to unity would give an
observed amplitude smaller than the one measured. This corresponds to the condition:
A(mB0s ) + 1:645 (A(mB0s )) < 1:
t
s

In the amplitude approach it is possible to de ne the exclusion probability, that is the
probability that a certain mB0s value lies in an excluded region if the generated mB0s
was very large (mB0s ! 1). The sensitivity is the value of mB0s corresponding to 50
% of exclusion probability.
Using the amplitude approach (Figure 13), and considering only statistical uncertainties, a limit has been obtained:
mB0s > 7:4 ps,1 at 95% C.L.
(20)
with a corresponding sensitivity at mB0s = 8:3 ps,1. At mB0s = 10 ps,1 , the error on
the amplitude is 0.85.
Several checks have been done to verify the reliability of the amplitude t: the proper
time distributions for mixed and unmixed events have been veri ed to be well reproduced
by the t (Figure 14-a,-b) and the ratio between mixed events and the total number of
events in bins of the proper time has been compared with the expected distribution for
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mB0s = 5 ps,1 and mB0s = 10 ps,1 . These values have been chosen to illustrate the
behaviour of the expected oscillation curve for A = 0 (mB0s = 5 ps,1 ) and A = 1
(mB0s = 10 ps,1) (Figure 14-e). It could be seen that the oscillation curve at mB0s =
10 ps,1 (where A is close to 1) ts the data better than the corresponding curve at
mB0s = 5 ps,1 (where A is compatible with 0), as expected from the de nition of A.

6.5 Study of systematic uncertainties

Systematic uncertainties have been evaluated by varying the parameters which have
been kept constant in the t, according to their measured or expected errors, using the
formula [25]:

 [A( )]sys = A( ) + (1 , A) [A((A )]) :

A( ) and (A) indicate the variations of the amplitude, in the central value and in
the error, due to the considered systematics.
Three main sources of systematic uncertainties have been identi ed:
 Systematics from the tagging purity.
{ Ds` sample.
The studies done in Section 6.2 show that, using the tagging variables in
the opposite hemisphere and requiring jxotag j > 0:, the di erence between
the values of the tagging purity measured in real and simulated events is
tag(DATA) , tag (MC ) = -0.01  0.02. It has been veri ed that the real and
the simulated distributions for the tagging purities agree in both hemispheres.
The systematics coming from the control of the tagging purity has been evaluated by varying the probability distributions of the discriminant variable for b
and b quarks in a way to induce an absolute variation on the e ective value of
the tagging purity of 3:0%.

{ `h sample. The agreement between data and simulation has not been checked

for this sample; a conservative absolute variation of 5% in the tagging purity
has been assumed.
 Systematics from the B0s purity.
The same procedure already applied for the lifetime measurement has been used.
 Systematics from the resolution on the B decay proper time.
The same procedure already applied for the lifetime measurement has been used. In
addition, the systematic error due to the variation of the proper time distribution of
the combinatorial background, has been considered: the parameters used to de ne
the background shape, in the lifetime t, have been varied according to their tted
errors.
The inclusion of systematic uncertainties lowers the sensitivity to 8:1 ps,1 without
a ecting the 95% C.L limit. In Table 12 the amplitude values are reported, together with
their statistical and systematical errors, for ve di erent values of mB0s .
The exclusion probability of mB0s = 7:4 ps,1 is 54% while the probability of obtaining
a limit on mB0s higher than the actual one is 38% (Figure 15-c).
Figure 15-a and Figure 15-b represent, respectively, the error on the amplitude and the
exclusion probability as a function of mB0s .
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mB0s (ps,1 )
2:5
5
7:5
10
12:5

A
-0.638
0.037
0.182
1.343
0.867

A(stat) A(total syst: (but t resolution)) A(t resolution syst:)
0.304
0.112
0.033
0.400
0.118
0.060
0.561
0.069
0.098
0.846
0.160
0.180
1.241
0.285
0.389

Table 12: Amplitude values with statistical and systematic errors for three di erent values
of mB0s

7 Conclusion

A sample of 436 Ds ` candidate events has been selected from about 3.6 million
hadronic Z0 decays accumulated by DELPHI between 1992 and 1995, using seven di erent
Ds decay modes. The number of events coming from B0s semileptonic decays has been
estimated to be 230  18 in this sample. In addition, a sample of 441 `h, containing
41  12 B0s semileptonic decays, has been also used. Events contained in the Ds` sample,
with a reconstructed  and have been removed from this last sample.
Using these samples, three analyses have been performed. The B0s lifetime has been
measured and a limit on the fractional width di erence between the two physical B0s
states has been set:
:14
 (B0s) = (1:42+0
,0:13 (stat:)  0:03(syst:)) ps
,B0s =,B0s < 0:46 at the 95% C.L.
This last result has been obtained under the hypothesis that B0s = Bd .
The study of B0s , B0s oscillations sets a limit at 95% C.L. on the mass di erence between
the physical B0s states:
mB0s > 7:4 ps,1 at 95% C.L.
(21)
with a corresponding sensitivity equal to 8:1 ps,1.
Previous DELPHI results obtained with Ds` and ` samples ([26],[20]) are superseded by
the analyses presented in this paper.
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Figure 1: The plot on the top shows the distribution of the XDs discriminant variable for
the  channel in 94-95 data. The points with error bars represent the data, the white
histogram shows the contribution from the simulated signal and the shaded histogram
shows the contribution coming from simulated background events.
It could be seen that the XDs is able to discriminate the signal (Ds ) from the combinatorial
background.
The four gures on the bottom show the e ect, on the  signal in the 94-95 data, of
a cut on the discriminant variable (white histograms represent \right-sign" events while
shaded histogram show \wrong-sign" events).
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corresponding distributions for mB0s = 10 ps,1 .
c) Ratio between the mixed events and the total number of events in bins of proper time in
the Ds ` sample. The full (dashed) line represents the prediction for an oscillation (A = 1)
with mB0s = 5 ps,1 (10 ps,1 ).
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Figure 15: a) Variation of the error on the amplitude as a function of ms. b) Exclusion
probability vs. ms. c) Lower limit probability density function vs. ms .

